How can we promote discovery of actual realities in nature driven by cosmic logic rather than staying limited to invention of realities that are esthetically pleasing to our human logic?
Executive Summary

Mission
•1. Research: Our objective is to discover, visualize, understand and some times gainfully emulate (to advance our technologies) the real physical processes behind diverse interactions that are at the root of incessant cosmic and biospheric evolutions. Our focus is on discovering actual realities in nature driven by cosmic logic rather than inventing the ones that are aesthetically pleasing to our human logic. Our responsibility is to facilitate continuous evolution in our epistemology of modeling natural phenomena simultaneously exploiting the current tools of reductionism and emergence-ism that are helping us to discover rules of interactions between stable but simple (some times irreducible) entities and between complex assemblies that emerge from simpler entities.
• 2. Education: Promote an educational philosophy that encourages the students to persistently enquire to visualize and understand the processes behind all interactions in nature while being conscious of their scientific epistemology. Everything that we "see" is nothing but a creative interpretation of the chain of transformations experienced by the sensor (or assemblies of sensors) that we use to observe nature. Science has so far formulated an array of working rules to model nature none of which can be declared as inviolable laws as yet. We have generated several "solved" jig-saw-puzzles which are not yet unifiable into one coherent puzzle to map the indivisible cosmic system.
• 3. Outreach: Organize local and international seminars and conferences disseminating (i) the results of research, and (ii) the evolving & effective model of research (scientific epistemology).
• 4. Economic wellbeing: Disseminate new technology innovation potentials to attract enhanced economic support through proper local channels.
Structure
• 1. A Virtual Global Institute: A limited number of agreeable institutions from several countries will organize their own local centers (i-EPR) at their own cost, congruent with their institutional mission and local governance. The local centers will adhere to the core vision and mission of the i-square-EPR constituting representatives from the local centers.
• 2. Organizational principles: The interactions between the local centers should be driven by (i) symbiosis, (ii) synergy and (iii) food-chain (iv) eco-driven (v) competitions, which are behind the successful and sustainable evolution of our organic biospheric system.
Approach
• Nature being a creative system engineer we should be humble but creative reverse engineers to extract the working rules behind natural processes in nature and aid to technology advancements that are congruent with our sustainable evolution, for we need a long long time to understand the purpose of the cosmic evolution and our role in it.
Background & Justification
Why seek reality? Manifest and emergent material universe is real and causal. It is subtle, complex and elusive, but it is neither mystical nor an a-causal illusion !
We need to understand the real physical processes behind the emergence of both the irreducibly stable elementary particles as well as the most complex systems out of these elementary particles. Then we can emulate the processes to assure our sustainable evolution, which will give us time to understand the meaning & purpose of the universe and our role in it !
If you go inside the fountain, you will not find the rainbow.
Yet, it is a reality in nature & not an illusion,. It can be observed only by color-interpreting frequency sensitive sensors and only at the focal plane of an imaging system looking at the fountain and only when the Sun is behind the imaging sensor (observer).
There is no real rainbow inside the fountain. That is why nobody goes to dig out the "pot of gold at the end of the rainbow".
The emergence of the mystical beauty of a rainbows is elusive but causal, and definitely not an illusion! Understanding the processes behind its formation help us understand the local weather conditions, besides enjoying its esthetic beauty, while advancing the optical sciences by validating a good number of optical principles through a single emergent phenomenon! Why another research organization?
• Deviation from Reality: While technologies have been advancing successfully, the fundamental understanding of actual processes in nature has not only stalled for almost 50 years, it has seriously deviated into justifying mysticism by promoting non-causality, non-locality, teleportation, multi-universe, etc., which are hard to experimentally invalidate.
• "Nobody understands Quantum Mechanics" even though it works!: If nobody understands QM even after 82 years' of developing the formalism and its successful predictions, then we ought to acknowledge that there is some serious flaw with our epistemology to map or understand nature. Interpretation of QM and its successes to predict observations are not mutually congruent in seeking actual reality in nature. Classical physics, by being faithfully congruent to seeking reality in nature, gave birth to QM. But QM has failed to give birth to its progeny due its assumption that it is "complete".
• From Geocentric to Homocentric: After overriding Ptolemy's Geocentric vision, we are back on imposing Homocentric vision on all the enquiring minds by re-directing them to model nature as dictated by our human mathematical logic, instead of seeking actual reality. Being stifled by the quantum philosophy, we are emulating the 'invention culture' from our technological successes and imposing that on to physics. We are now deeply engaged in inventing realities rather than discovering the actual realities behind nature's evolutionary processes.
• Cosmic vs. Human logic & CC-LC-ER epistemology : Our cumulative experience indicates that nature's evolutionary processes consist of logical patterns & organizations. Although only partial, our consistent successes have been based on applying limited human logic to reach out to unknown cosmic logic. Our efforts to refine and elevate human logic to possible cosmic logic has been advancing based on the model of CC-LC -pro-actively extend Conceptual Continuity among as many diverse natural phenomena as possible by imposing Logical Congruence. Our belief in this CC-LC epistemology and intuitive faith in one continuous and logically functioning universe have been paying off enormously. Current physics has been developed based essentially on reductionism, matter into elementary particles and radiations into photons. We have neglected to incorporate formalism that articulates emergence of properties and rules of interactions in and between complex systems that constitute our regular observable universe. We now need to add another iterative feed back loop of Reductionism and Emergence-ism, CC-LC-ER epistemology, which should enhance the unifiability of our separate models or maps of nature.
• "Did the tree fall?": We now know that all advanced specie contain large assembly of diverse symbiotic and some nonsymbiotic organisms. Our 10 trillion-cell human body carries 100 trillion diverse symbiotic microbes. To what extent our human thought processes are influenced by the convergent-divergent self interests of these two groups of co-habiting cells? In the absence of any human being in a forest, the fallen trees are properly taken care of by trillions of local microbes and more "advanced" organisms! Homocentric philosophies are counter to our healthy evolution.
• Conscious Epistemology: Do we really understand how our thinking process evolves? Can we identify & understand how all the factors that influence our conclusions after collating diverse observations? Epistemological awareness is crucial for us.
Some organized global minorities are restless to bring changes! They are catalyzing changes in scientific epistemology!
• Status-quo of the main stream: Existing basic (working ) theories must not be challenged! All the main stream institutions and journals around the globe pro-actively rejects that progress in physics is being stifled by accepting that all the current theories are correct as they are within their respective domains. They agree that the universe is one continuum. Yet they ignore the message of failure over many decades of intensive attempts to unify the separate little maps ("solved" jig-saw-puzzles) into one coherent structure.
• NPA: Founded in 1994, this group has just finished their 12 th conference at the University of Connecticut. NPA nurtures the enquiring minds of their members who are seeking reality in nature • Individual web sites: Many individuals, rejected and disenchanted by the main stream academia, have opened their personal websites explaining their alternate opinions about all the currently accepted physics theories.
• Role of i-square-EPR: We hope to synergize the energy of all these brave souls by facilitating their collaborative interactions through a virtual global institution respecting individual independence & freedom..
Proposed philosophy behind -EPR
• Vision: The grand vision is to nurture the emergence of a global culture that accepts the responsibility of pro-active conscious designing of our future as the basis for our sustainable evolution within the biosphere.
The scientific vision is to re-establish physics as a discipline that is firmly engaged to discover the objective reality of nature as it happens, rather than inventing mathematically self-congruent model of homocentric reality and impose that on the nature. The idea is to continuously explore visualize and imagine the actual processes that are going on behind all the various interactions leading to incessant evolution of the biospheric and the cosmo-spheric evolutions.
Pragmatic dimension: Sustainable evolution is the prime desire evident form the genetic coding of all the specie. We need continuous expansion of our knowledge of various organizational structures in nature to develop newer technological tools products and engineering for our well being that are congruent with the rules of interactions in nature. Thus looking at nature as a creative system engineer and behaving ourselves as reverse engineers to emulate nature's processes is the best successful model for us. Science engineering economics and politics are inseparable social enterprises for our survival.
• Spiritual dimension: What are the meaning and purpose of our lives? Can we control and design our fate? The emergence of the spiritual dimension out of our scientific (reverse engineer) thinking started taking shape as we slowly started to appreciate the ever harmonizing organizations behind diverse processes in nature. We realized the dialectical state of our fate in nature -we are simultaneously the masters of our well being and yet insignificant 'pawn' in the evolutionary scheme of things in the "infinite" cosmos.
• Approach, the p-cubed methodology: The ultimate purpose of the scientific enterprise is to become the best possible creative reverse engineers, extract the organizational rules behind ongoing processes in nature and then emulate them as beneficial technologies that are congruent with our sustainable evolution, since we need a long long time to understand the real purpose of the cosmic evolution and our role in it. Nature is our best peer. Sustainable engineering activities will keep us anchored to nature's reality.
i
All major organized human enterprises must define its "pragmatic guiding star", an infallible vision
• Prime directive: Live and let live. Today we know enough to destroy the biosphere and hence ourselves, and yet we are not knowledgeable enough to model and nurture the biosphere in every scientific detail to assure our co-dependent survival. And we are very far from becoming space-farer en-masse to migrate to another earth-like planet.
• Nature is a creative system engineer: Irrespective of our diverse spiritual believes, we have been successfully evolving for millennia in human form as reverse engineers by developing technologies (from discovering fire and rockets to medicine delivering nano particles in blood) by understanding & emulating the working processes and the underlying working rules behind diverse natural phenomena.
• Science-technology-economy-politics (STEP) and sustainable evolution: In every step of our evolution from primitive to modern days, STEP functions have always necessarily been and always will be inseparable from each other because the sustainable evolution is our prime directive and embedded in our genes.
• STEP leads to enquiry based spiritualism, or becomes STEPS: Healthy spirituality, or the enquiry about meaning, purpose and future vision of life, individualistic or biospheric, evolves through systematic observation of nature's evolutionary processes. We find the organizational patterns and working rules in them and then use those rules intelligently for our personal evolution congruent with the collective evolution.
• Like all social enterprises, i-sqaure-EPR will have a focused objective: It is scientific -keep on mapping nature's interaction processes with increasingly higher level of integrations of wide ranging natural phenomena. But our "guiding star" is the aspiration to understand the meaning & purpose of the cosmic evolution and our role in it by being a facilitator to sustainable evolution by promoting technology innovations as creative-reverse-engineers!
Proposed structure of -EPR
• A Virtual Global Institute: A limited number of agreeable institutions from several countries will organize their own local institutes (i-EPR) at their own cost, congruent with their institutional mission and local governance. All these i-EPR will adhere to the core vision of the i-sqaure-EPR. The international virtual global center, composed of representatives from all the i-EPR's, will have the role of a facilitator. Because funding is local, all the research activities will reside in the local institutes. The international body will only facilitate the coordination of the short-and long-term research programs to be complementary to each other to maximize the collective speed and productivity of all.
• Organizational principle: We shall emulate to the best of our knowledge the organizational principles behind the best organically evolving system to our knowledge -the collective evolution of lives in the biosphere. They are driven by (i) symbiosis, (ii) synergy and (iii) food-chain (iv) eco-driven (v) competition. It is not pure "survival of the fittest". The organizational principles must be pro-actively congruent towards empowerment of the local centers and individual researchers and rules must be designed for guiding rather than controlling and stifling activities.
i
Why virtual and why global?
• Dichotomy of academic freedom and strangulation: All important human social enterprises are meant to be organized and managed to maximize the collective benefit to the entire societyempowerment of all by allowing development of knew knowledge and their dissemination. Unfortunately, self-interests of well organized groups have always taken precedence. New knowledge and information are used to maintain the privileged position and the associated benefits. The livelihood (economic survival) depends upon being able to "fit into" the main stream. "Acceptance" and "Group-think" are pragmatism! [See Smolin's book]. New scientific concepts that can potentially challenge those currently in main stream, can challenge the structural power and access to limited Government funds from those who are in decision making positions including all those who rely on the benefits percolating down from these power positions. Thus, "nobody understands quantum mechanics" is not sufficient reason to challenge the interpretations of quantum mechanics. Teleportation and Quantum Computing are drawing enormous funds!
• Why Global? Avoid strangulation: Only properly funded institutions can attract brilliant minds. Academic institutions are still the biggest draw of minds. Thus, a university would be the best place to start such a research institute. Unfortunately, an out-of-box research center based in a single university could face strangulation at birth! A globally distributed organization will have a much higher probability of succeeding in its eventual mission.
• Why Global? Magnitude and weight of the proposed research problem : The proposed research problem is enormously important and burdensome. It requires global attention and global participation. Midwifery for the birth of the progeny of Quantum Mechanics (QM) will require intensive attention from many creative and unorthodox scientists just as were required for the birth of QM out of Classical Physics.
Building the case for CC-LC-ER epistemology for i-square-EPR activities
• Physics is synonymous with seeking Conceptual Continuity (CC) among diverse observed phenomena by iteratively and creatively constructing Logical Congruence (LC) among them all to find a higher level of organization leading to coherent maps of nature.
• But to understand the structure of particles and the interaction processes behind the observed results to visualize elusive realities, we must integrate Emergencism and Reductionism to CC-LC-thinking to develop CC-LC-ER epistemology. This will help us understand the inner structures of the interactants and the resultant products) by enquiring and distinguishing for their new Emergent properties from those they possess when they are Reduced to more fundamental constituent elements. Emergencism and Reductionism are inseparable complementary modes of enquiries.
The,ei Cansareetion of the e'rehiell showing image or el-vernally seen rier appearing en the retina
Understanding the subtleties behind observations before applying CC-LC-ER epistemology
Real world is really real if we spend time to find the conceptual continuity amongst our diverse observations by imposing logical congruency through all ! Our lack of fathoming the real processes undergoing in the micro universe may appear elusive, but it does not mean that the real universe is non-causal, non-local and mystical ! Emergence of complex properties can also be logically mapped.
Human neural-nets reconstruct the reality out of the inverted digital image formed on the rods and cones of our retina.
Elusive but real. Choose between young or old woman by differentiating chin vs. nose.
A real illusion. Looks real but impossible to construct in reality. The total number of unit squares on the hypotenuse is exactly equal to the some of those on the other two sides.
[The picture is taken from the web.] 
Proc. of SPIE Vol. 9665 96650C-16
Revivability of Ptolemy's Geocentric planetary model ! Even visualization is not enough to guide us into discovering nature's reality
Many different human logic (mathematics) can solve the same problem different ways. Ptolemy's Geocentric planetary model can be successfully updated with nine different "epicycles" for each of the nine planets. This is far fewer "free parameters" than most of the recent "successful" string theories require!
Ptolemy vs. Copernicus
Pictures are from the web.
What is an observation?
It is the Superposition Effect as Measured (SEM) between some entities in our experiments.
• 1. We do not know completely even a single entity, whether an elementary particle or a complex system, in every detail under different conditions of interactions.
• 2. All sensors (interactants, or detector-detectee) have inherent restrictive rules of engagements with each other, which limit the observables that we can record. A detector is incapable of "reporting" to us everything that it experiences.
• 3. Thus, we are for ever deprived of complete information regarding any observation even for a very well defined experiments.
• 4. So, science of modeling or mapping nature will always be a "work in progress". We are forced to organize a finite set of observations predictable by an equation that can be logically completed only by incorporating human logic supported hypotheses, some of which may or may not be congruent with the eventual cosmic logic we are seeking to discover.
• 5. A logically complete equation is also logically closed to accommodating any radically different logic. If the "successful" equation, like that of Schrödinger's, can accommodate a wide variety of observations, we may suffer from the illusion that it represents a "complete" theory!
• 6. We are thus forced to accept a dialectical contradiction in mapping nature. We must build a map only for a "local terrain" and even that has to be based on incomplete knowledge of the terrain, while our vision is to create roads to map the entire cosmic forest. Thus, all of our theories are, by definition, provisional and incomplete. Most likely they contain mistaken concepts (hypotheses) and hence cannot be simply slapped together to create one integrated cosmic map (a theory of everything).
• 7. Only choice is to advance iteratively by frequently stepping backward to identify and reject some of the human logic (hypotheses) from individual "solved" maps, which are not convertible to cosmic logic.
• 8. CC-LC-ER epistemology is the proposed tool to facilitate this iterative distilling process to steadily convert human logic into the desired cosmic logic allowing the construction of self-congruent bigger maps in multiple steps.
We are still Buddha's blind men who were instructed more than 2500 years ago to diligently employ the CC-LC-ER epistemology to reconstruct the cosmic elephant! Reminder:
• We don't "see". We are blind. We manipulate & interpret sensory chemical input.
• Barriers to our minds are self imposed, many a times collectively! • We have found only useful "working rules", not inviolable LAWS! • Above images are from web.
• Only by demanding conceptual continuity (CC) by imposing logical congruence (LC) among all the observations by all the blind men did they reconstruct the elephant with some semblance to reality, but outer reality only. Emergencism and reductionism (ER) are essential to appreciate the whole living elephant!
• To visualize the processes in the micro world of interactions, we must cultivate the humility to accept that we are literally blind!
• All of our information is what our sensors tell us. Like the blind men, the sensors themselves do not see & experience everything and they are not capable of reporting everything they experience.
Logically dissecting the observation process or the superposition effect as measured (SEM) SEM provides the foundational information to CC-LC-ER epistemology
Universality of superposition effects as measured (SEM) is at the core of doing physics
We can scientifically measure only re-producible quantitative transformations that are experienced by our interactants (or detector-detectee, or sensor-sensee).
• 2. Any transformations in measurable physical parameters requires energy exchange between the interactants.
• 3. The energy exchange must be guided by a force of interaction between the interactants and it must be strong enough to facilitate the exchange of energy, which are usually constrained by the characteristic limitations of each interactant.
• 4. All force rules being distance dependent, energy exchange between the Interactants requires that they must experience each other as locally present or physically superposed entities (experience each other within their sphere of influence).
Evidence of universal "Superposition effect" (or causation steps): Interactants must be physically superposed within the range of their interacting force that will allow some energy exchange followed by some transformations that is measurable for us. Superposition effect is an active local process, not a passive mathematical principle ! Mathematical formulation must recognize this Reality Epistemology.
Re-visiting superposition effects as measured (SEM) in view of the four force rules that we understand, so far! 
Otherwise
Well formed light beams cross each other without modifying each others spatial and/or temporal energy distribution. • Wave forms by themselves do not interfere. If the supporting medium that is observable and shows local superposition effects.
• Unfortunately the cosmic medium in which light is emergent is not yet directly observable to us to display "local interference" of light beams.
Non-interference of wave forms is a generic property of nature !
It is time to frame great new questions to generate great new break through knowledge about the ongoing processes in nature
• Great questions of any time are framed based on existing observations. If the answer is right, it will necessarily lead to new observations and hence new questions beyond the original question.
• Biologists, as humble reverse-engineers, diligently emulating the chemical processes behind all living activities, have found an over-arching and integrating working principle -the DNA helix -across all living things!
• Physicists have been happily playing with almost half a dozen separate "solved puzzles" and trying to force fit them together for over half a century even though they are not logically self-congruent for the desired merger.
We have proposed a great new CC-LC-ER epistemology that can accommodate great questions from great minds allowing iterative distillation of many untenable human logic from many of our separate theories to increasingly higher planes of mutual congruence & integratability towards cosmic logic and hence cosmic reality even though we can only start with incomplete and mutually incongruent theories!
